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Introduction
The consultation was launched with open events held on 9th and 10th March, having been widely publicised - in a village newsletter delivered to every home and business in the parish, on the village website and social media, and by means of posters and a banner displayed in the centre of the village where the open events took place.  The display material from the events, explaining the Plan policies, was then available to view until close of the consultation on 7th April.  Copies of the draft Plan and response forms for completion were available in paper form and online throughout the consultation period. (Copy of form attached as an appendix.)

The launch events were very well attended, with around 107 visiting the event on Friday 9th March in the evening, and at least 148 dropping in during the day on Saturday 10th March. 
Over 420 response forms were taken for completion.  
A total of 210 completed forms were returned. 

Respondents were asked whether they agreed or disagreed with each Plan policy and were invited to submit comments on each policy.  They were also given space at the end of the form to comment on the Plan in general. 
Section 1 below shows the number of respondents agreeing with or disagreeing with each policy.
A list of comments on each policy is attached as Section 2.
Section 3 provides a further list of detailed comments on the draft Plan.

Overview of Responses
In broad terms, the majority of respondents were supportive and endorsed the draft policies in the Plan. Where concerns were raised in relation to the sites proposed for housing allocations, these related in the main to site access issues.
Key comments noted by respondents on other Plan policies included concerns with traffic flows and parking. 

Section 1 – Numerical Summary of Responses 
(NB  In some cases, the number of responses do not add up to the total number of forms returned; this is because some residents neither agreed nor disagreed with some of the policies.)
 
Q1) Do you agree with the sites put forward for	Housing?
Agreed     Disagreed
							
Ÿ	ANDP1/ 1 - Cornerstones/Grit store		187		12
Ÿ	ANDP1/ 2 - Parsons Lane				187		23
Ÿ	ANDP1/ 3 - First School Site			153		48

Q2) New Housing Development within Addingham
Do you agree that wherever possible previously developed land should be prioritised for any new housing development, and that development should not lead to the loss of protected open space, community or recreation facilities or adversely affect significant views?
						Agreed		Disagreed
						197			5


Q3) New Development in & affecting the setting of Addingham Conservation area.
Do you agree that new development in or affecting the setting of the Conservation Area should be designed sensitively to conserve and enhance its special character?
						Agreed		Disagreed
 						203			6

(NB The few who disagreed did so as they considered that conservation areas should not be developed at all.)

Q4) New development Affecting Non-Designated Heritage Assets.
Do you agree that important unlisted buildings and structures should be protected, and development proposals that conserve and enhance them be supported?
						Agreed		Disagreed
						197			1


Q5) Good Quality Sustainable Design in Addingham.
Do you agree that new development should be of good quality, sustainable design, and retain or enhance the distinctive character of the village and surrounding countryside?
						Agree			Disagreed
						207			1


Q6)  Protecting Addingham’s Landscape Character.
Do you agree that development proposals should carefully consider potential impacts on the landscape character of the area, and where necessary incorporate mitigation measures through siting, design and landscaping?
						Agree			Disagreed
						209			1


Q7) Infrastructure
Do you agree that new development should only be supported where any necessary infrastructure is identified and suitable measures put in place to provide it?
						Agree			Disagreed
						206			3


Q8) Protecting and Enhancing Community Facilities.
Do you agree we should protect community facilities? Have we identified the correct facilities?
						Agree			Disagreed
						206			1


Q9) Addingham Local Centre & Local Shops
Do you agree with the policy to support the retention of shops and services in the central part of the village, together with local retail provision outside this area?
						Agree		Disagreed
						205		1


Q10)  Townhead Trading Centre
Do you agree that this site should be protected for continuing employment use?
						Agree			Disagreed
						198			6


Q11) Transport
Do you agree with the proposals for improvements to local transport, traffic and vehicle parking?
					Agree			Disagreed
					177			18

Q12) Local Green Spaces
Do you agree with sites listed for proposed “Local Green Space” designation?
						Agree			Disagreed
						191			12


Q13) Protecting and Enhancing Recreation Facilities
Do you agree we should protect recreation facilities? Have we identified the correct sites and Facilities?
						Agree			Disagreed
						200			6

Q14) Green Infrastructure
Have we identified the correct network of green corridors to be protected and enhanced under this policy?
						Agree			Disagreed
						195			4


Q15) Responding to Climate Change.
Does the policy identify the correct criteria to ensure development proposals minimise their impact on climate change?
						Agree			Disagreed
						181			5

Section 2 – Comments on each Plan policy

Q1) Do you agree with the sites put forward for	housing?

Ÿ	We should avoid large scale housing estates 
Ÿ	This was very well presented
Ÿ	ANDP1-Agree fully
Ÿ	ANDP2-Agree with use for houses, but access needs considering. Potentially re-connect Turner Lane to roundabout. Needs to consider knock on effect to flooding on the Silsden rec field.
Ÿ	ANDP3- Agree, Ok, but Back Beck Lane needs pedestrianising. 
Ÿ	ANDP1- Ok, but it is not on attractive area, so better here than ruining fields
Ÿ	ANDP2-Ok, but small roads- this was turned down for a scout hut on access grounds - fine as near school for families.
Ÿ	In all cases access needs to be a priority. Most particularly the First School site.
Ÿ	A good use of currently unused and untidy space.
Ÿ	ANDP1/1 Excellent allocation.
Ÿ	ANDP1/ 3- Agree with the plans, but one way systems may be required to deal with the extra traffic
Ÿ	Small “pockets” of affordable housing benefit the village. Increase housing stock for young families wishing to stay in the village.
Ÿ	ANDP1/3 ? Ok with site but not access. School Lane is narrow with lots of cars making access difficult now. Could not cope with additional vehicles for 35 houses - needs School Lane widening down by side of school down School Lane, not up School Lane.
Ÿ	Care to be taken with drainage so flooding of existing properties is not an issue.
Ÿ	ANDP1/ 2 Water drainage from this and sloping area will be bound to deteriorate further.
Ÿ	 Agree strongly- Cornerstones is an eyesore, good road access already available.
Ÿ	Parsons Lane is already being developed nearby.
Ÿ	First School site - possible to arrange suitable and sensible access.
Ÿ	This was very well presented.
Ÿ	ANDP1/3- Disagree, access problems!
Ÿ	We need a variety of house styles and sizes, including smaller affordable homes, such as terraced houses. Parking is important, but it is also important not to concrete over every piece of land that is not designated “green space”. We need gardens and trees and surfaces that allow water to drain down. 
Ÿ	ANDP1/1 - Disagree, edge of village - encroachment on space between Addingham & Ilkley
Ÿ	ANDP1/3- Although “brown field” an important wild life area, especially butterflies.
Ÿ	ANDP1/3 - ? Not totally in agreement because of current environmental status.
Ÿ	Agree - This plan negates the need to build on green spaces. It is unacceptable to lose any sites that made Addingham what it is.
Ÿ	Parsons Lane- Disagree. Moor lane is seeing an increasing amount of traffic from developments under construction. This development would feed more traffic into the 20mph zone.
Ÿ	ANDP1/3 Size of development ?
Ÿ	Agree- ANDP1/3 very careful consideration of access roads etc - need to consider one way systems on Chapel St & Bolton Road beyond bridge over beck.
Ÿ	Agree- but access to First School site? - Through open space?
Ÿ	ANDP1/3 - Disagree - This has developed into a wonderful wildlife site with real potential for the school and community as an educational reserve.
Ÿ	ANDP1/3 Adequate vehicular access needs to be created, before construction commences!
Ÿ	It would be nice if the new developments made use of local materials and copied the vernacular architecture as much as possible.
Ÿ	Parsons Lane will need renaming, as Parsons Lane already exits on the other side of the by-pass ( off Crossbank Road)
Ÿ	Agree - But the Parsons Lane site is going to cause excess traffic to use Moor Lane for access. Usually there are cars parked on both sides of Moor Lane. An additional access route needs to be found.
Ÿ	ANDP1/ 1 - Agree- Accessible to road network. Not a green site.  
Ÿ	ANDP1/ 2- Disagree - will increase traffic too much. Green site.
Ÿ	ANDP1/3 - Disagree -  Not accessible - dangerous.
Ÿ	ANDP1/3 - Disagree - very difficult to access this area. Popular walking route to Primary School. Very busy area with limited parking place, impede on “green” area nearby.
Ÿ	Cornerstones - These 15 houses are presumably going to be starter/low cost?
Ÿ	Parsons Lane would provide useful development
Ÿ	First School site - can flooding risk be dealt with? Would be good to develop School footprint as is currently an eyesore.
Ÿ	Part Agree/Disagree! Grit store- ok. However keep development within trees.
Ÿ	Part Agree/Disagree! Parsons Lane ok. However insist on planting to boundary/bypass.
Ÿ	Part Agree/Disagree! First School. No!! 45 houses is overdevelopment. Road access atrocious.
Ÿ	Well done for choosing smaller pockets which don’t impact too much on anyone/infrastructure.
Ÿ	Agree - provided car parking issues are considered and addressed.
Ÿ	Agree - These seem sensible sites. They are not taking away used recreational areas and appear to be on land currently unused. 
Ÿ	Parsons Lane - may need additional access from Silsden Road.
Ÿ	First School site - Access from School Lane, 35 houses would increase traffic considerably through these small roads - needs considering.
Ÿ	ANDP1/3 Disagree - Old school site. 35 homes seems excessive. This would mean 70 more cars using narrow 20mph residential roads where 70% of the homes have young children. Some development on the site would be acceptable but under no circumstances should access be granted to vehicles from Chapel Street. Serious thought to school Lane access would be needed. Including installing a pavement, possibly patrol. The Green Lane/Lower School Lane corridor is the main walking route for school children and the top priority must be given to their safety. I support putting speed bumps from Green Lane along to lower School Lane at the Methodist Church.
Ÿ	Agree - Least disruption to the village, although the First School site definitely has access challenges.
Ÿ	ANDP1/1 - & ANDP 1/ 3 - I had already seen as brown field site and thought they were good for development.
Ÿ	Agree - but the trees must be preserved as they are both an asset to the approach to the village and of course vital to our ecology.
Ÿ	ANDP1/1-I cannot see how this site is suitable for 12 dwellings - it is not large enough, especially when you consider that for 12 dwellings, 24 car parking spaces would be needed. Also the trees on this site must be protected. And not allowed to be cut down.
Ÿ	ANDP1/ 1 - Disagree, pretty site. Too much traffic on Bolton road already. Valuable green space.
Ÿ	ANDP1/3 - Disagree - No this area is too small for the proposed development. Access dangerous.
Ÿ	ANDP1/3 - Disagree - Concerns regarding major impacts on wildlife, destruction of habitats, loss of recreation area for children. Concern re vehicle access to site -increasing traffic on Chapel St, School Lane and Bolton Road. Local children access school independently along the road here. How can we maintain this safely.  
Ÿ	 These all seem eminently suitable.
Ÿ	Making use of small sites, would fit with the growth of the village better than one large housing development.
Ÿ	Only if the entrance is onto School Lane/Green Lane. Not back beck.
Ÿ	I think the 3 choices of site are very good. I much prefer the use of smaller sites than a large estate.
Ÿ	ANDP1/3 - The number of houses needs to be reduced here, because of the number of families on School Lane and Green Lane etc. Also only if there is no access to the site from Chapel Street by car. Also the site should be limited to enable the governments reviewing policy to be implemented.
Ÿ	I fear that the infill fields between the village and the bypass is the obvious site.
Ÿ	Disagree to all - There is no viable access route to the first school site.
Ÿ	ANDP1/3 - Subject to access, which is problematical ie, traffic/exit
Ÿ	Agree, but access to First School site must not compromise the character and usage of Back Beck Lane.
Ÿ	Slight reservation about access on the First School site.
Ÿ	A good use of existing space, which is at the moment quite unattractive. Especially Cornerstones/Grit store. A new development would make an attractive entrance to the village.
Ÿ	Small site developments preferred, large sites must be resisted.
Ÿ	Very sensible choices.
Ÿ	Access to the First School site has been designated from the west of the village, though people will also use Chapel Street. Chapel Street is a narrow bottle neck, I suggest it is made one way.
Ÿ	ANDP1/3 - First School site , proposed access off School Lane is currently a single lane, and cannot be made bigger. This is ridiculous and possibly worse than the existing access now.
Ÿ	Parsons Lane - Moor Lane is seeing an increasing amount of traffic from developments under construction. This development would feed more traffic into the 20mph zone.
Ÿ	The three sites put forward are all relatively small, but together could well provide the required number of housing units. The sites have been thoughtfully chosen.
Ÿ	Not totally in agreement because of current environmental status.
Ÿ	ANDP1/3 Access problems!
Ÿ	This was very well presented.
Ÿ	Think these are good areas for development.
Ÿ	ANDP1/1 Disagree - This is a very important site being an entrance to the village. 
Ÿ	ANDP1/ 2 Access is a significant issue. 
Ÿ	No mention of the old garage site next to the telephone exchange?
Ÿ	ANDP1/1 Disagree -  Suggested number of houses too high. Entrance to village. Poor access.
Ÿ	ANDP1/3 Agree but its important that housing takes up only 1/3 of the land at most, leaving green environment 2/3.
Ÿ	Well done for choosing smaller pockets which don’t impact too much on anyone/infrastructure.
Ÿ	Agree- These seem sensible sites. They are not taking away used recreational areas and appear to be on land currently unused. Parsons Lane - may need additional access from Silsden Road. First school site - Access from School Lane, 35 houses would increase traffic considerably through these small roads - needs considering.
Ÿ	ANDP1/3 No- Very concerned re access to site!
Ÿ	ANDP1/1 Disagree -  The cornerstones which is bounded by magnificent trees. It seems that no tree protection is proof against ruthless developers, and the trees will surely over shadow any houses.
Ÿ	ANDP1/1 I cannot see hoe this site is suitable for 12 dwellings - it is not large enough, especially when you consider that for 12 dwellings, 24 car park spaces would be needed. Also the trees on this site must be protected and not allowed to be cut down.
Ÿ	First school site - Access would be a problem.
Ÿ	Agree - bit if additional development sites are deemed necessary by Bradford, give consideration to use or part of open space adjacent to ANDP1/1
Ÿ	Why is old site not cricket club not put forward?
Ÿ	ANDP1/3 Disagree - this is a small site with very difficult access and should be preserved for nature.
Ÿ	ANDP1/3 Given the size of this site it’s a pity that some small industrial workshops could not be developed.
Ÿ	Disagree with all -  Ilkley Grammar school already overcrowded. First school site would be better served as a public park with wildflowers. Sewer systems already overburdened. Infrastructure, including bike lanes, busses and trains needed for increased housing.
Ÿ	Disagree with the assessment of suitability of the First School site. Proposed access from the upper part of School Lane is unsuitable for the number of vehicles that would result from 35 houses - it is only wide enough for one vehicle in parts and has no pavement. 
Ÿ	ANDP1/3 Disagree -  The First school site proposal is for too many homes and the proposed access resolution is unrealistic and would create danger for pedestrians.
Ÿ	All 3 - Disagree -  I am very unhappy about the proposal to put a road down through from the bottom of School Lane to the First School site. School Lane will become a rat run and is not equipped to deal with that volume of traffic. The housing shortage is in Bradford and there are many brown filed sites that could be developed there, it just doesn’t suit developers and their profit margin!
Ÿ	ANDP1/3 Disagree -  The site location is simply too small for 35 houses. Access could only be via back of School Lane and it’s far too narrow for the amount of traffic that this many houses would generate.
Ÿ	Disagree -  The idea of 35 houses on the First School site is stupid. There is no good access. School Lane have already too many cars parked - it will become a danger.
Ÿ	Disagree - 35 new homes on the First School site is ridiculous. Access would be difficult.
Ÿ	ANDP1/3 NO - maybe a few houses - but NOT 35!
Ÿ	ANDP1/ 2 Disagree -  Parsons Lane site is a lovely open space used for chickens and sheep. Possible drainage and sewer problems.
Ÿ	ANDP1/3 Agree - I agree this site is ripe for development, however, I have certain reservations. The would be in favour of a smaller number of houses. Access to the site needs very careful planning.
Ÿ	ANDP1/1 would be the best site of the three.
Ÿ	Agree -  I feel these sites are good options. Although the number of houses on the First school site, would put a burden on the infrastructure around School Lane, as this would be the sole access route.
Ÿ	Disagree - The strategy to accept windfall sites is entirely unacceptable. These sites should be identified and included in the plan.  We believe that by using sites AD005 and AD007 of the SHLAA the shortfall of 62 dwellings can be achieved together with much needed additional employment located off the bypass from a new link road. This link road will improve opportunities to reduce future rat running traffic through the main conservation area.
Ÿ	The proposals for ANDP1/3 First School site are incorrect in stating that the chicken runs are not in use. At the present time all runs are rented. These plots are owned by BMDC and can be used as garden plots or as they have been traditionally chicken runs. 
Ÿ	ANDPI/3 Disagree -  It will cause huge issues for School Lane residents at the point of access. Chapel Street will become a rat run of traffic and there will be consequences for Sugar Hill and the one way access  past the school.
Ÿ	The proposals for ANDP1/3 First school site seems to indicate that the land currently rented to residents for keeping chickens is unused! This is incorrect. We have had chickens on one of the allotments for the past 4 years and now we share the plots at the chapel Lane end. They are not garden plots and all plots are fully occupied by residents of the area.
Ÿ	ANDP1/ 2 Water drainage from this and sloping area should be bound to deteriorate further.


Q2) New Housing Development within Addingham
Do you agree that wherever possible previously developed land should be prioritised for any new housing development, and that development should not lead to the loss of protected open space, community or recreation facilities or adversely affect significant views?
        
Ÿ	Why build on an area at flood risk? Do we never learn lessons.
Ÿ	Building land should be land that had buildings there before. Before totally ruining villages green field sites. The powers that be should be looking at the vast area of brown filed sites.
Ÿ	Agree - except with regard to the First School site, which needs to be protected.
Ÿ	Yes, except the First School site. 
Ÿ	Disagree - The chicken runs provide an amenity that appears not recognised by these proposals and apparently not recognised by the Parish Council. The land behind the chicken runs and the top part of the school grounds provides opportunity for children to see the deer that come down from across the golf course. Kingfishers and herons are regular visitors up and down the stream that runs through the chicken runs. Bats are also regularly seen, as are brown trout and crayfish.
Ÿ	The school site is directly behind the chicken runs, so the proposal to take away the chicken runs for the purpose of building a pathway to the new site goes against all the residents’ wishes. The building of houses and a road into the proposed estate would take away a treasured wildlife preserve and a much loved walking and playing area for children. This area should be protected.
Ÿ	I agree with this but at the consultation I was informed that there is planning permission in place for a hotel not too far from where the cricket club is located. I suggest that this land would be utilised for housing as well.
Ÿ	Personally, I think that the village should be “filled-in” rather than the footprint of the village be widened. This will also make things easier from a development perspective.
Ÿ	Strongly agree. We need to keep green fields as green spaces for animals, birds, nature to live on.
Ÿ	Disagree - Ideally previously developed land should be used but only if suitable in all aspects, if such sites cannot be found, others should be considered.
Ÿ	Disagree -  I believe a balance needs to be taken on a case by case basis. For instance Back Lane and Dawson Crossley fields’ site is not used extensively for recreation and in my view is a better option than those proposed.
Ÿ	First School site has become a recreational facility and should be further developed as such. Popular dog play area too.
Ÿ	The words that need to stand out is “wherever possible” First school site has now changed over the last 20 years. It now houses mature trees, hedges, protected wildlife and habitats. Bats and great crested newts etc.
Ÿ	In general we agree, however there are some fields (ie big meadow) which allow good access to the A65 and most important, does not bring traffic to and from work into the centre of the village.
Ÿ	Addingham village is beautiful because previous developments have not spewed across the land. I now feel that preserving as many of the fields as possible is crucial to conserving the village feel.
Ÿ	Agree - I strongly feel that new housing should be built on small sites using previously developed land, so as to make the minimum impact on the amenity and character of the village.
Ÿ	Extremely important in order to protect the charm and character of the village.
Ÿ	Agree - This would ensure the identity of Addingham as a village and protect the existing environment and views throughout the village.
Ÿ	I strongly agree. The green space is a huge attraction to live in this village. It is what gives it its character.
Ÿ	Yes, Manor Garth especially needs protecting. There is something magical about this ancient growing ground that gives the village its character.
Ÿ	I think the use of a previously developed land is a good one and has less impact on the village character.
Ÿ	Open spaces are a vital element of any community.
Ÿ	Yes, plenty of these sites exist for our needs. No green belt building.
Ÿ	Agree -  I would support the protection of open space highly.
Ÿ	Agree - One of Addinghams best amenities is its views of the surrounding countryside. Some have been lost as a result of recent developments ( side beck grange, the house at the end of Bark Lane for example) It is possible to design developments which preserve views for the village.
Ÿ	Agree - It is imperative to the village as the open aspect green spaces are integral to the whole community and its history.
Ÿ	Yes, This is a necessity to balance all life.
Ÿ	Yes -  Must maintain and keep key views to/from historic conservation area.
Ÿ	Yes - but not in the case of the old first school site.
Ÿ	Strongly agree that previously developed land should be used before consideration is given to other areas.
Ÿ	Yes - Green space needs to be protected as does the conservation area. Brownfield land should be used as a priority BUT only where it is suitably accessible for today’s use.
Ÿ	Agree - but affordable housing should be included in any development to allow realistic growth of the village rather than be a dormitory town.
Ÿ	Affordable housing rather than “executive” is a necessity.
Ÿ	Agree - Significant views should always be protected, both for residents and of course for our visitors
Ÿ	Fully agree, we cannot lose recreation space, we need more.
Ÿ	Agree - Also preferably not lead to loss of “green field” sites as well.
Ÿ	I agree that people who bought properties specifically because of the space around them or the views, should not lose these facilities.
Ÿ	Agree -  This must be a priority, most definitely.
Ÿ	Yes - Use brown field sites first and ideally keep new developments in smaller areas, rather than one large area.
Ÿ	Agree - Important to use brown field sites.
Ÿ	Agree -  Previously developed units/areas should always be priority for new housing. Large areas of development should be avoided at all costs. For the village, views from Main street to green space immediately bordering it is vital to maintain its character. 
Ÿ	Agree - Absolutely vital - once land is lost it cannot be regained. However greater use of public spaces/paths etc, should be actively considered.

Q3) New development in & affecting the setting of Addingham Conservation area.
Do you agree that new development in or affecting the setting of the Conservation Area should be designed sensitively to conserve and enhance its special character?

Ÿ	Agree - But attention to smaller details in design eg, making the wheelie bins disappear!
Ÿ	Agree - Sensitively use energy conservation but also use traditional stone and follow existing roof lines/pitches.
Ÿ	Agree - There must be a buffer between the existing village and new development and this would provide a sensitive setting for the conservation area.
Ÿ	Yes - If it must be developed  - isn’t the idea of a conservation area to conserve?
Ÿ	Yes -Protection of wildlife area that provide green enjoyment when observing, must be a priority.
Ÿ	Conservation areas should always be protected from all housing - (new housing) green spaces should also be protected.
Ÿ	Yes - however, building in the conservation area should preferably not happen.
Ÿ	Agree - No point in having a conservation area if it is blighted by insensitive development.
Ÿ	Agree - The conservation area is rich in listed structures, so it is important that it is not lost because it is swamped by inappropriate new development.
Ÿ	Agree -  The first plans submitted for development of the Crown pub were completely unsuitable and were not designed to conserve or enhance its special character.
Ÿ	Yes - Although I would prefer that there be no new development.
Ÿ	Yes - but it should include parking spaces. 
Ÿ	Yes - We want to enhance the village and not create any eye sores.
Ÿ	Agree - Need to maintain village character and history of village.
Ÿ	Agree -  Addingham is a popular village to visit with its beautiful walks around the village and should remain so.
Ÿ	Agree - Previous housing developments have not been in keeping with the traditional village buildings and they stand out a mile. Anything else build should be in keeping like the new development at the Acres site.
Ÿ	Strongly agree - It is what makes the village a special place to live.
Ÿ	Disagree - Conservation areas should be left alone to be exactly what they are.
Ÿ	Disagree - There should be NO new developments in or affecting conservation areas.
Ÿ	Disagree - What do you mean. Conserve. When one plan includes swallowing up allotment sites which has been part of the village. Are they to be given new sites?
Ÿ	Disagree -  Although I appreciate that new houses should be built on brown field sites, the council should be mindful that residents’ lives will be changed. If they can no longer keep their chickens and continue to enjoy the wildlife. While the concerns are also that Chapel Street and School Lane are not able to allow more traffic as its already pressured and dangerous for pedestrians.
Ÿ	While not in a conservation area, the land at the back of the First School site provides children with recreation facilities.


Q4) New development Affecting Non-Designated Heritage Assets.
Do you agree that important unlisted buildings and structures should be protected, and development proposals that conserve and enhance them be supported?
Ÿ	I feel the term “Non-Designated Heritage Assets” is too general for me to comment either way.
Ÿ	This would depend on each structure separately, and who decides what is “important”.
Ÿ	Within reason!
Ÿ	Addingham has a long history to the wool mills and the character should be enhanced as much as possible.
Ÿ	Important unlisted needs to be defined.
Ÿ	At all costs. The character of the village needs to be sustained.
Ÿ	We want to retain the character of the village and its important places.
Ÿ	Yes, Any proposal which supports the protection and development of the conservation and identity of the village, I support.
Ÿ	Agree- Because this is Addinghams character.
Ÿ	We need to keep and be aware of our heritage/history.
Ÿ	Yes -  new development should sit suitably with adjacent existing buildings, but need not be stagnant. Modern ideas in building materials and green energy/insulation should be utilised wherever possible.
Ÿ	Helps to maintain character of village,
Ÿ	Yes - As long as it just the building in question, not new builds sneaking in around it, which is happening.
Ÿ	We need to conserve and protect our conservation area.
Ÿ	Yes - But costs in keeping old buildings such as the old school must be taken into account when budgets are tight.
Ÿ	Yes - But only if this does not lead to more restraints on planning applications on “sensible” projects.
Ÿ	These buildings can be considered in many ways as important as listed ones.
Ÿ	Yes -  The importance of the whole conservation area (not just isolated buildings)
Ÿ	Absolutely - Addingham has many unlisted buildings which are beautiful and in keeping with feel of the village and its important to conserve this.


Q5) Good Quality Sustainable Design in Addingham.
Do you agree that new development should be of good quality, sustainable design, and retain or enhance the distinctive character of the village and surrounding countryside?
Ÿ	Much of the recent development has not enhanced appearance of the village. It would be nice to see some new housing with more aesthetic integrity, which will enhance rather than spoil the look of the village.
Ÿ	Possibly National park regulations could be looked at for guidance.
Ÿ	The plan goes a long way to retaining the distinctive character of the village, which is enjoyed by many walkers and visitors. Perhaps more signage is required to attract more visitors.
Ÿ	Sidebeck Grange is an excellent example of what is needed.
Ÿ	I may be biased, but Sidebeck fulfils this point.
Ÿ	With affordable housing occupying an important place in consideration.
Ÿ	Yes - We don’t want brick built shoe boxes that will change the nature of village.
Ÿ	I would not like to see large executive houses built.
Ÿ	Agree - However, I recognise the constraints this might place upon the building of houses for the young. I believe this should be a priority, including the possibility of social housing - eg, Incommunities flats on the Acres.
Ÿ	Good design means development of character and not necessarily standard stone housing and ecological building. Terrace housing would be A) more affordable and B) allow more per area.
Ÿ	I agree with this statement in principle, but have 2 concerns - some 3 storey buildings have been erected and defended as “characteristic of buildings in Addingham” They are not always well positioned. And 2,I think that we should resist “pastiche”
Ÿ	I would prefer if new houses blended in better and had a country style. Same of the newer houses, ie, Coppy Road don’t blend in terribly well.
Ÿ	Disagree - Not entirely. Emphasis should be on affordable housing.
Ÿ	These are subjective decisions though, “good design” can be misinterpreted.
Ÿ	Let Addingham push forward and show the way to other communities in its development of high quality, environmentally sound building.
Ÿ	Currently the entrance to the village from all sides is via green land before houses,(cricket pitch, Silsden rec ground, Allotments and Bolton Road)
Ÿ	Agree - and affordable housing should be a priority too.
Ÿ	Beautiful surroundings of countryside, nature, birds, green fields - that’s what make Addingham unique and enjoyable to live in.
Ÿ	Design with natural materials and zero carbon impact should be used.
Ÿ	Completely in keeping with the style of traditional old village houses.
Ÿ	Should be possible even for starter homes.
Ÿ	I agree with this, but one of the key things that must be factored in, if at all possible is, affordability.
Ÿ	Important that new development does not detract from the character of the village.
Ÿ	All development should be in keeping with surrounding properties as well as character of village.
Ÿ	Agree -  But I have yet to see this happen!
Ÿ	Yes - No more brick built housing estates!


Q6)  Protecting Addingham’s Landscape Character.
Do you agree that development proposals should carefully consider potential impacts on the landscape character of the area, and where necessary incorporate mitigation measures through siting, design and landscaping?
Ÿ	This is essential to retain visual character of village.
Ÿ	Efforts must be made to ensure that the whole village area and not just the built part, is protected. This includes the farmed and moorland areas, with associated plant and wildlife. Possible impact of development needs to be carefully assessed.
Ÿ	Yes - But these should be considered alongside all areas, potential impacts, eg, traffic, pedestrian safety.
Ÿ	The site chosen for the 35 houses at the old school site seems to have been chosen without much thought or understanding about the total disruption and overcrowding of the roads in and out of the village of Addingham. The proposed roads will take away peoples pleasure.
Ÿ	Some housing estates in Addingham, eg that to the East of Silsden Road, are designed to blend in with the hills and are not visible from the other parts of the village. This is a good idea!
Ÿ	I believe that minimal environmental impact should be at the forefront of development. All housing should be able to generate their own electric through solar panels. Minimal impact of the physical environment of the village.
Ÿ	All new housing should have proper parking on site and proper access, plus decent access into/out of village to Ilkley and A65 westwards.
Ÿ	Agree - But again this does not happen. Refer back to the possible loss of Allotments. Would the development or council offer new Allotment sites?
Ÿ	Yes - Need to maintain not only green belt, but also the small green links/corridors and associated paths.

Q7) Infrastructure
Do you agree that new development should only be supported where any necessary infrastructure is identified and suitable measures put in place to provide it?
						
Ÿ	Disagree - This needs clarity.
Ÿ	Yes - But who will pay for it? Builders have a habit of making a commitment but the houses appear without any improvement in facilities.
Ÿ	Yes -  If not then we are adding to existing road infrastructure issues.
Ÿ	Opportunity to enhance village infrastructure for everyone’s benefit.
Ÿ	Most definitely - and that means add relevant infrastructure, transport, schools etc as well as roads and sewers.
Ÿ	Support needed for school development.
Ÿ	All too often new development is allowed with NO thought to an already overloaded infrastructure.
Ÿ	Schools, schools, schools!!
Ÿ	Our infrastructure cannot cope with the extent of recent development, let alone future processed development. This is something which is repeatedly ignored by BMDC. Measures need to be taken to safeguard school places and access to secondary schools etc.
Ÿ	Especially traffic management and parking.
Ÿ	Crucial to any new development proposals.
Ÿ	Any new housing should include allocated off-street parking. It must be ensured that there will be adequate primary school capacity.
Ÿ	This is a concern, re the old first school site.
Ÿ	Schooling would be an issue.
Ÿ	Definitely as the school and Ilkley Grammar are already full.
Ÿ	In the 27 years I have lived in Addingham, I have seen little or no increase in the infrastructure!
Ÿ	Any new development must include consideration of road access, increased traffic, local facilities ie, schools, medical centre and transport.
Ÿ	Developers used to have to contribute to community facilities and financially. The government may have changed this rule.
Ÿ	The proposer of 136 new houses implies 270 children that have to go to some school be it in the village or elsewhere. Developer should bear that cost.
Ÿ	This is important because Addingham is such a compact village and traffic is a problem.
Ÿ	Especially, drainage and vehicle access and parking.
Ÿ	Yes - but not to be detriment of the village feel.
Ÿ	I would worry about any new building sites having entrances or exits on to existing busy roads. I am also concerned about the school (which has large classes now) and the surgery taking on more patients.
Ÿ	Yes -  As long as consideration of environment and village character is prioritised when new infrastructure proceeds.
Ÿ	Especially the school, doctors and library.
Ÿ	Agree -  but as usual consideration of schools and doctors capacity always comes too late on. The school is at capacity in particular the Grammar school in Ilkley which is full to bursting!
Ÿ	Particularly car parking and primary school capacity.
Ÿ	The opportunity now arises to reduce traffic flows on Main street by the provision of a direct link from the bypass. The traffic can then be reduced or redirected by traffic management measures including, road closures -  one way sections of road - chicanes etc. It would reduce pollution, improve conditions for shops and residents and improve pedestrian safety. The infrastructure improvement would benefit the village for years to come.
Ÿ	Transport, highways should be paramount.
Ÿ	Drainage/sewers are of particular concern. 
Ÿ	The school will require further development. It currently is at maximum intake for 1 class per year. Additional housing will require 2 class intake - who funds this?
Ÿ	Essential for residents and visitors alike.
Ÿ	This is a major issue, areas of concern are: school places, primary and secondary. -Traffic within village - commuter routes eg A65 to Leeds- Rail, provision Leeds-Bradford. Drainage and flood control.
Ÿ	As long as necessary infrastructure is appropriate and will not have negative impact.
Ÿ	Not sure who is doing the “supporting” here. I agree with the 2nd part of question.
Ÿ	A focus on reducing the weight of traffic and parking on Main Street. Access to sites without imparting upon medieval routes and footpaths etc.
Ÿ	Agree - But this won’t happen. As the developer is only here while he builds his profits. 
Ÿ	Yes - Flood risk assessment, highway assessment- these are all key!
Ÿ	Agree - Main priority!


Q8) Protecting and Enhancing Community Facilities.
Do you agree we should protect community facilities? Have we identified the correct facilities?
						
Ÿ	Allotment sites are protected while the council choose not to protect the chicken runs. People have been renting these sites for generations and it is disgusting that the council are choosing to ignore those people who have worked this land and paid for the benefit of keeping chickens. The chicken runs are a recreational facility which people are queuing up for. There are presently waiting lists for people who want to rent and keep chickens.
Ÿ	Addingham has a fantastic community feel, which enhances the quality of life immensely.
Ÿ	The pharmacy and Dentist should be included.
Ÿ	We think as you have taken so much trouble to produce such a comprehensive plan you will have identified all facilities.
Ÿ	Plus the Library, Muga, local shops?
Ÿ	Currently an ageing population - must continue to keep this in mind.
Ÿ	With more houses, we require more play areas.
Ÿ	Is there any possibility of village use of the Swan car park - at specific times or days? Obviously there should not be a detriment to the business of the Swan.
Ÿ	The “walkways” through the village are fundamental safety for all users ie, Manor Garth.
Ÿ	The village community is the essence of living in such a delightful place. They should be protected at all costs.
Ÿ	The most relevant and correct facilities appear to have been identified.
Ÿ	While being aware that the communities requirements for facilities may change over the coming years. (we may not always need 5 pubs!) I’m not sure why the old school is included in this list.
Ÿ	While Allotment sites are rightly seen as needing protection, the chicken runs are not recognised as an amenity to those of us who rent them. There is at the moment a waiting list of people wishing to rent a chicken run, showing that people are interested in raising hens as a community facility, so I am shocked that they are not recognised in the same way as the Allotments. I have rented my run for over 22 years.
Ÿ	Agree - But not so much that they cannot be sustainable.
Ÿ	Must include existing footpaths and access.
Ÿ	We may need a new School?
Ÿ	We need more facilities to run the kids clubs. So we don’t have to drive to Skipton, Burley or Keighley for kids clubs.
Ÿ	Consideration is needed for the resources of the facilities, particularly the Medical Centre and School. They need people to staff them adequately, not just building.
Ÿ	Yes - Prioritise electrical supply and its reliability. Also fresh and foul water management.
Ÿ	Community facilities are a key part of what gives the village its special character.
Ÿ	As far as I can see, facilities have been correctly identified.
Ÿ	It is important that these should not only be protected, but increased and developed to reflect the increase need for these facilities if the village is going to continue to grow.
Ÿ	Remember provision of seating and disabled access.
Ÿ	Yes, pretty well done - more could be made of Hoffman Field - working with the environment group.
Ÿ	It would be useful, I feel, if there were information boards at both ends of the village, showing public footpaths and eating/drinking facilities.
Ÿ	“Facilities” are not just identified “playing areas“, but all the natural open countryside surrounding, which give it its character as a village.
Ÿ	Neither agree nor disagree - Not sure, would need more info.
Ÿ	Generally, yes. But perhaps mention Methodist Hall ( used by numerous groups) as well as a church.
Ÿ	Has the Methodist church and Hall been identified?
Ÿ	Maintain pubs/clubs as a vital social facility for the village. Protect against change of use ( especially to residential apartments)
Ÿ	Disagree - Take a walk around these so called sites. Who really is being catered for is outsiders…not villagers!
Ÿ	Ok, However need to make sure they are used/ or stay in business.


Q9) Addingham Local Centre & Local Shops
Do you agree with the policy to support the retention of shops and services in the central part of the village, together with local retail provision outside this area?
			
Ÿ	It would be lovely to work towards a village that is “Totally Locally” and sustainable.
Ÿ	Encourage provisions/redevelopments of food shops (butchers, bakers, grocers) rather than “lifestyle”. An aid for the elderly.
Ÿ	Except that no one will ever be able to “force” the continuation of premises used for retail. I do not feel our village will ever return to traditional retailing, even by force or coercion. Michaels and Dixon’s - typical examples.
Ÿ	Shops are an essential part of the community. Everything must be done to help them survive.
Ÿ	No - The butchers shop has been closed for over 5 years and is an eyesore. After 5 years shops should be converted to houses.
Ÿ	Yes - But if a shop closes and the premises remain unused, consideration should be given to accept the premises may have to be used for housing rather than remain retail and empty.
Ÿ	Shops and services are vital to support and enhance the quality of life in the village.
Ÿ	Yes - but this is difficult with so many people now shopping online.
Ÿ	Does anyone want to open a new chippy in the butchers?
Ÿ	Agree- reduce business rates to attract potential buyers.
Ÿ	It keeps the village alive, but we also need to encourage visitors to walk through the village to help make businesses worthwhile.
Ÿ	Yes - only if residents are given due consideration in respect of noise, health and safety and privacy that the impact of traffic causes to those unfortunate residents who live near these facilities.
Ÿ	Definitely. The local shops enhance the village and make it a real community.
Ÿ	Would love to see shops back in the village. If Ben Rhydding/Silsden can do it, why can’t we?
Ÿ	Disappointed that planning is not permitted for residential use where retail premises have been. We need variety of retail and residential on the main street. Some premises could support both.
Ÿ	I think it is important to be realistic about how many shops Addingham can support. I hope that BMDC will look sympathetically on appeals for change of use from retail to housing, where a shop building is no longer used, eg the butchers.
Ÿ	Although with car ownership meaning many will travel out of the village for shopping, current level of shops and services probably at their maximum currently.
Ÿ	If shops could be helped to open in the village, great. However, when businesses close they start to look shabby and empty properties are a problem.
Ÿ	Very important. Do not want the village to become a commuter village and lose the sense of a centre.
Ÿ	To keep the village alive we need to retain shops and services in the heart of the village. The Co-op is also essential.
Ÿ	Yes - But where businesses closes due to ill health and the owners want to convert to residential, what’s wrong with that? And why do they have to continue paying business rates after 3 months?
Ÿ	Most of the properties available are not suitable for shops, but would be suitable for services, particularly those running online businesses.
Ÿ	The shops in the centre of the village are unsuitable for many retail businesses, but are ideal for start up business in the modern internet economy.
Ÿ	It would be great to get the empty units running again, eg butchers and fish and chip shop.
Ÿ	Yes - It would be good to get the current empty units (butchers, fish and chip shop) up and running with support if necessary.
Ÿ	Proposals to bring back in to use empty shops etc. This point needs emphasising. Empty shops up and down the village’s main street can give a message of decline.
Ÿ	There is no doubt the Co-op is an asset to the village, however I think car parking in the vicinity is a problem.
Ÿ	With the encouragement for the development of more shops and creative centres.
Ÿ	It’s a laudable aspiration but may be beyond your remit.
Ÿ	Very important. Further encouragement of owners to open closed shops where possible.
Ÿ	Young families want huge out of town shopping, but we don’t want that -  in Ilkley or Skipton ( even Silsden). Elderly families still want some local shops.
Ÿ	It would be great if we could publicise what a supportive community this is, to encourage new shops and businesses.
Ÿ	Local shops serve the community well and are vital.
Ÿ	Absolutely for all users of all ages.
Ÿ	Bring the village to life so very important.
Ÿ	Yes the local services and shops are essential to the village and we use them regularly.
Ÿ	Individual small shops are excellent and need protecting and encouraging. They also maintain the character of the village.
Ÿ	Encourage more independent retail.
Ÿ	It’s important to support small businesses and get local services, with nice people, friendly, as it gives you strong sense of local community.
Ÿ	But realistically with shops online, it is very hard for small outlets to survive - butchers/electric shop. Fish and chips etc.
Ÿ	Most definitely  - local shops are essential.
Ÿ	Absolutely. We need our local services and businesses.
Ÿ	Initiatives should be implemented to support/increase general village shops and amenities, if we are going to remain an attractive village that people want to live in - rather than become an outlying commuter housing estate.
Ÿ	Central shops and services should be supported to prevent village becoming “dead” Not sure where retail provision outside this is?
Ÿ	Protect shops and services from changing function eg into residential use. Retention of post office is essential.
Ÿ	Disagree -  Addingham was once a thriving village with industry, then for some reason was allowed to die, now it’s a playground for profiteers.
Ÿ	Yes - however shops need excellent parking, cycling and walking facilities in order to survive (Not through traffic that does not stop!)


Q10)  Townhead Trading Centre
Do you agree that this site should be protected for continuing employment use?
		
Ÿ	Yes -  For as long as businesses manage to thrive there.
Ÿ	Perhaps because it is out of sight, it is not very well maintained - it doesn’t reflect the standards of care in most of the rest of the village.
Ÿ	If possible, but not a priority. Could be an alternative housing area.
Ÿ	Very important for local services and jobs.
Ÿ	If there is enough need.
Ÿ	Most certain a priority.
Ÿ	Provision of site for commercial expansion is vital for continued growth and financial health of village.
Ÿ	An important source of employment.
Ÿ	We do not want to Just become a commuter village for Leeds and Bradford.
Ÿ	Yes - But it is poorly maintained by the owners, and the buildings are poorly insulated.
Ÿ	My answer here is within reason having little idea as to the number of outlets or people employed on this site,(particularly numbers of people who live within the village who work here)
Ÿ	Yes - But dependant on the type of business.
Ÿ	Yes - As far as possible.
Ÿ	Could be developed as a trading estate for small businesses. Could be developed to be in keeping with other village buildings.
Ÿ	How many jobs are there?
Ÿ	Disagree - The trading Centre is of poor quality and unlikely on its own to increase jobs in Addingham. We believe that a new mixed use area directly off the bypass via a new link road will provide stimulus for the economy by the provision of modern, high quality employment facilities ( 8-10 acres of mixed use)
Ÿ	Its good to have a site for additional small businesses to come into, however the look of it could be improved to be in keeping with other areas of Addingham.
Ÿ	Disagree -  Not protected. If businesses there are thriving, allow them to thrive. Otherwise the space could be used for car parking.
Ÿ	There is a need to retain employment in the village, for it to remain an active community.
Ÿ	It is far better to be able to use local people if possible.
Ÿ	Local employment. Great benefit for those wanting to walk to work.
Ÿ	Reasonable if filled. Potentially could be developed to meet housing issue.
Ÿ	Does this give employment to locals?
Ÿ	Again important for the village to have it’s own identity with businesses to well supported shops. 
Ÿ	Where possible we need to retain and create jobs for the community in the village.
Ÿ	The garage and plumber are valuable assets for the village.
Ÿ	More local advertising of these units would enhance their business viability.
Ÿ	Disagree - This is an eyesore. I think it would be an ideal brown field site for housing development.
Ÿ	Yes - but perhaps it could be a little tidier?
Ÿ	Yes - Sympathetically and keeping with village ethos.
Ÿ	Yes - But I think it could be tidied up a bit from the main road. The fencing is quite ugly.
Ÿ	Yes - but not expanded.
Ÿ	Yes - unless traders wish to discontinue.
Ÿ	Why businesses at townhead should give away their working places? Of course they should stay where they are now and continue to provide local, good friendly services.
Ÿ	Yes - I use businesses located there. Very handy! Maybe designs would be suggested to improve its appearance from the road side.
Ÿ	Yes - Strongly, but limited to non- hgv dependant traders, operating in normal working hours.
Ÿ	Yes - As long as units are fully utilised.
Ÿ	Yes - At present ok.
Ÿ	The garage and the plumber/electricians are valuable services for the village.
Ÿ	Agree - Not only does it provide a variety of jobs but it is also part of the village industrial history.


Q11) Transport
Do you agree with the proposals for improvements to local transport, traffic and vehicle parking?
					
Ÿ	Traffic congestion and associated air pollution must be reduced. No new vehicular access to developments should be allowed on the Main Street. A one way system for Main Street along Bolton Road towards the school will be essential.
Ÿ	Agree - But again, the more cars extra you had to the village you would never sort it. 
Ÿ	The principle of slowing/restricting traffic is fine. However detailed proposals are lacking.
Ÿ	More houses must have off road parking. Speed limit through village should be enforced.
Ÿ	Yes - Strongly - but protect/minimise traffic impact on Back Lane.
Ÿ	Parking and traffic flow needs to be sorted asap.
Ÿ	With further increase in new housing, the situation on Main Street will become impossible. We are only just avoiding a major incident.
Ÿ	Disagree - No speed bumps - bad for environment causes increase in emissions. Where is the parking?
Ÿ	 Agree - but there are some difficulties with where the parking would go.
Ÿ	Yes - Addingham does have a traffic problem - more car parking needed. Traffic should not be allowed to park on Main Street as cause’s congestion, particularly when 150 more houses are built.
Ÿ	Mixed feelings! Bolton Road needs to be considered carefully - Accident waiting to happen. It worked well as a permanent one way system during construction of the bridge!
Ÿ	Disagree -  Parking proposals are too vague. Is a public car park intended? Is the Memorial Hall car park to be used more? 
Ÿ	Partly Agree - Traffic management is vital to slow traffic.  Transport improvements very welcome. Will more parking spaces encourage more cars?
Ÿ	Not sure where increased parking can be accommodated in the village.
Ÿ	Agree - it is very important to improve these facilities with more people coming to live here.
Ÿ	I worry that the 20mph is unenforceable. The sign on Moor Lane for example are not very visible and make little impact on speeding traffic.
Ÿ	Disagree - Not unless you’re going to add bike lanes and reduce bus fares.
Ÿ	Street parking helps to lower speeds but needs to be organised better to reduce confrontation and give clear priorities. Keep the buses.
Ÿ	 Through traffic should be encouraged round the bypass and Bark Lane. Not Main Street. As for Bolton Road it should be one way. Have you walked down Back Beck when a car is coming. I  await an accident, close it to traffic.
Ÿ	There is a need to slow the flow of traffic, many exceed 20mph (traffic lights or speed bumps)
Ÿ	Lights at the top of the village on a speed sensor etc, to calm traffic is a good  idea and provide pedestrian crossing. Lights through the centre of village would likely cause problems with queuing traffic backing up and a bad idea. 
Ÿ	Disagree - A new link road will provide much needed traffic relief on Main Street. The road will be funded through housing and mixed use allocations and provide a sound, long term solution to some of Addingham’s problems. It will assist in protecting the fabric of the conservation area.
Ÿ	Bolton Road is dangerous - one way a good idea - from North to South!
Ÿ	A local Adding ham - Ilkley service a good idea.(bus) Traffic lights through the village would be bad, creating queues. Good idea re priority changes on roads.
Ÿ	They need to go further and the village needs its very own “road & transport” strategy.
Ÿ	Perhaps “local traffic only” signs could be used at the top and bottom of village.
Ÿ	This is the issue for the village. We are a cut through for Bolton Abbey. Max speed 20mph - Agree, enhance Dales Way for cycle route and walking route.
Ÿ	More specific proposals would be good. It reads more like a wish list. Off-road cycle routes would be great, both for personal recreation and to help reduce traffic congestion.
Ÿ	Disagree - Traffic should be discouraged, too many cars speeding, no respect for the inhabitants.
Ÿ	Vehicle parking on Main Street will always be a problem because many of the residents do not have a drive or garage. I would welcome more restraints on vehicles exceeding the speed limit.
Ÿ	Speeding through the village is a problem - I like the ideas of changing traffic priorities to slow/ calm traffic entering Main Street.
Ÿ	More long term parking should be made available.
Ÿ	Radar controlled traffic lights as proposed, very good idea to encourage safe traffic movement.
Ÿ	Bus services should be improved to encourage use.
Ÿ	Could we re build our railway line to Ilkley?
Ÿ	Essential as far as can be achieved, these proposals need to be a priority.
Ÿ	Search for parking close to Main Street should be stepped up.
Ÿ	Disagree -  As Addingham has a very small and narrow Main Street and the roads leading off it are narrow, the influx of more people, more traffic, no extra places in schools to accommodate more children. Sewerage systems are already fragile with floods on Main Street etc, Parking will be impossible.
Ÿ	Transport and traffic issues have persisted for years, despite some calming measures put in place.(20mph) Speeding a continuing problem, but on street vehicle parking helps to slow traffic down - a good thing.
Ÿ	Wholeheartedly support plans for off road cycling route to Ilkley and Bolton Abbey.
Ÿ	Very much agree. Living on Bolton Road I witness terrible hazards.
Ÿ	I think the cycle route to Ilkley and Bolton Abbey is a great idea.
Ÿ	Disagree -  Question - “ lights to default to red” traffic light at west end of Main Street. What value does this add?
Ÿ	Strongly support proposal to make Back Beck lane pedestrianised and to make Bolton Road one way. Hybrid bus proposal is excellent.
Ÿ	Very much agree off road cycle route to Bolton Abbey and Ilkley as Menston/Burley are looking at.
Ÿ	Disagree - Would need to see how these could be implemented before agreeing - a bit sceptical about these proposals.
Ÿ	Disagree -  No specific proposals and how all good talk but action?
Ÿ	One way flow in Bolton Road needs careful consideration.
Ÿ	This can only make things better than they are at present. Currently this village is in need of change with regards to all aspects of transport.
Ÿ	Disagree - Public transport needs enhancing - why not consider re - opening train line.
Ÿ	We never have enough parking and I live on Rose Terrace - we are regularly blocked in! Need more parking places.
Ÿ	I advocate the one way system past Fuzzys. I advocate the pedestrianisation of Back Beck lane from sugar hill junction to the primary school. I agree to putting speed bumps on Green Lane and School Lane.
Ÿ	Probably need further discussion, and I agree in principle that something needs to change.
Ÿ	The need for Bolton Road to be one way is the highest priority.
Ÿ	Leading experts in traffic calming measures have found they actually cause road rage and also congestion, leading to more pollution. Many councils have now removed speed bumps and other measures.
Ÿ	Any traffic measures must take into consideration and prioritise disabled, children and the safety of pedestrians.
Ÿ	Need more parking area than proposed. Currently streets too restricted for emergency vehicles.
Ÿ	I agree with what I understand of it.
Ÿ	Speed restrictions especially.
Ÿ	Parking needs to be updated - for safety reasons, if there is further development.
Ÿ	Traffic on Main Street - speed is unacceptable. Whatever happens can this be highlighted.
Ÿ	Traffic management is very important. Ie speeding restrictions enforced.
Ÿ	Not in favour of proposed one way system.
Ÿ	Priority - perhaps piloting the proposal of: a pedestrian crossing near Townhead trading centre. Use of traffic lights on Silsden Road coming down into village.
Ÿ	Don’t agree with all - The plan to change junction priorities from Bolton Abbey through to Main Street via Bark Lane will impact in the upper village and create more pressure. Many proposals clash with others.
Ÿ	New builds mean more traffic through the village. We need to consider implementing new one way systems and extra exit roundabouts to direct potential new traffic away from the centre of our village.
Ÿ	Strongly agree with the proposal to make Back Beck lane pedestrian only. And to make Bolton Road one way. Also agree with the idea of hybrid shuttle bus to Ilkley station ( bus costs are too high)
Ÿ	The extra vehicular traffic throughout the village will require active management. Parking on the Main Street should be retained to encourage use of local shops/businesses. 
Ÿ	Parking is a major issue where we live. On Bolton Road, it is a 3 lane road and would benefit from a one way system.
Ÿ	Pedestrian safety should also be considered alongside this.
Ÿ	unsure - I feel that the Memorial Hall car park needs to be used more as central village parking. Any traffic calming on Main Street needs very careful consideration. I would like to see detailed plans of proposal before I committed. 
Ÿ	Too many cars are clogging up Main Street and other narrow roads (eg Bolton Road) This has to be controlled somehow?
Ÿ	The priority junction changes are sound. Being a resident of Bolton Road I/we fully support the one way proposal. However it will encourage even faster traffic so maybe traffic calming (not speed bumps!) should be included.
Ÿ	This is a really difficult problem. Would traffic lights help - allowing one flow and then the others. This would allow parking along the high  street.
Ÿ	Bolton Road should definitely be made one way, with access from Crown corner to Bolton Abbey. Back Beck  Lane should also be pedestrianised.
Ÿ	Parking is always going to be a problem in Addingham, due to the many properties with no on site parking.
Ÿ	Yes, one way on Bolton Road and pedestrian sing Back Beck Lane would be brilliant.
Ÿ	Agree - But essential that traffic calming or one way systems  be considered for Bolton Road.
Ÿ	Disagree - Consideration should be given to getting traffic OFF the Main Street NOT increasing it. Possible public car parks could be identified near the Co-op. The situation around the Co-op area  continues to be a problem. Many accidents have already occurred and the road is quite often blocked.
Ÿ	Specific parking areas should be provided for the ever increasing numbers of visitors. Cancel the council “wasteland” on thee corner of Main Street/Church Street. This is an eyesore and could be much improved car park/ toilets/information.
Ÿ	We need to deal with Main Street parking and to tackle traffic problems in Bolton Road. However, I am not in favour of making it a one way system. It will increase the volume of traffic by increasing the distance people have to travel to reach their homes. It will increase the speed of traffic past the school.
Ÿ	Disagree - Speeding is not a problem in the village centre from the Fleece to the Craven Heifer and the Crown to Bark Lane -  the 20mph limits are only necessary if speeding is a problem in certain areas.
Ÿ	Agree - Do not want to see more parking on Main Street. I would like to see some effective traffic calming measures that act to deter through traffic whilst preserving the attractiveness of the village.
Ÿ	It might be worth looking for small car parking just off Main Street.
Ÿ	More parking facilities required. Main Street speeding of traffic needs slowing down much more.
Ÿ	We shouldn’t slam the door shut on any future reinstatement of the railway (towards Bolton Abbey/Skipton)
Ÿ	Any measures to reduce the number of vehicles along Main Street is welcome.
Ÿ	Agree - Definitely. There is a crying need for reliable bus services (too much late running) which properly connect with Leeds? Bradford trains at Ilkley all day.


Q12) Local Green Spaces
Do you agree with sites listed for proposed “Local Green Space” designation?
						
Ÿ	Yes - But fields along the dual carriage way should be protected to prevent us becoming a concrete sprawl.
Ÿ	Existing green belt land ( ie, Bradford council) must be protected.
Ÿ	I strongly feel that the Southfield farm fields should be protected green space, as being integral to the character and amenity of the village.
Ÿ	Disagree with any housing development on First School site.
Ÿ	Disagree - Would prefer to use a green field site IF that meant protecting the First School site from development.
Ÿ	The Silsden Road recreation is of real help to the residents of the upper half of the village.
Ÿ	Please keep the church fields!
Ÿ	The brown field portion of the old school site is also suitable for development.
Ÿ	For the village, local green space is as important as green belt. I agree with sites listed for designation. Those sites within the conservation area, eg GS10 are particularly sensitive, but all designated sites should be protected.
Ÿ	Any site which is left natural, left green. Natural to the eye you know, should last for all time.
Ÿ	Yes, however need to maintain green links and trees around small scale housing.
Ÿ	Green “lungs” within the village must be preserved at all costs.
Ÿ	Yes, strongly (although small scale development behind and above Sailor might be possible, with access to West, rather than Main Street)
Ÿ	Yes- very much so. It is a major village asset.
Ÿ	It is highly important to keep the “local green space” to retain the distinct character of the village.
Ÿ	Disagree - Low house field seems to be a reasonable site for housing. It is a very small green space.
Ÿ	Yes, but brown field area of the old school site should be used for building with improved access.
Ÿ	Disagree - First school site should be included. It already is informally used for this purpose.
Ÿ	The old primary school site should be 100% “local green space” not 50%
Ÿ	Disagree - Silsden road park and recreation field and woodland path is very well used for walkers/dog walkers/ runners/children. It seems odd that the opposite side of Silsden Road is green but not this area.
Ÿ	Yes, but retaining fields behind the Sailor might be tricky.
Ÿ	Disagree - Whilst this crosses into ANDP13/14. I feel the Silsden Road recreation filed with its mix of field, woodland paths and kids facilities, should be ranked as equal priority to the Nature Reserve and Allotment site at Stamp Hill, as green space as well as recreational land. Developing those dog walking paths would make a feature. Combine it with the Nature Reserve to make a bigger walk.
Ÿ	We assume Dales Way is also included.
Ÿ	Have you considered the possibility of developing the NW corner of church fields? I would think there would be room for up to 12 houses between Beacon Street, to the west, the church car park (grass area) to the East and the ancient fish pond to the South. Vehicular access would be from Beacon Street into North Street (pedestrian access only from church fields) (The Labyrinth might need to be re-sited)
Ÿ	If these green areas are built on, the entire character of the village will be lost.
Ÿ	Agree, but also I think that ANDP1/3 should be a local green space as a lot of residents make use of it.
Ÿ	Disagree -  Feel this area, (Main Street/ Southfield AD003) should be extended further South towards bypass, as public footpath extends throughout that space.
Ÿ	Disagree - No, Green space at junction School lane and Green Lane/ Burns Hill/ Cockshott  Place not protected? Recreation important.
Ÿ	The only lasting legacy we can leave to future generations are local green spaces/green belt, not only for food security but also for the benefit of ourselves and nature.
Ÿ	Yes, but the Sailor garden is missing from the draft plan map! Also the lay-by garden opposite Townhead Mill.
Ÿ	Especially agree with designation of Main Street and Gardens (well done Garden Friends!)
Ÿ	Protecting “green corridors” is vital. Suggest Back Beck Lane is pedestrian only from Sugar Hill to the Bolton Road ( bridge)  Manor Garth is the “lungs of the village centre”
Ÿ	The space by the bypass behind Southfield Terrace, green space is a prime location and access from the top of the village will help Main Street.
Ÿ	I think we lack cycle paths. One from Addingham to Bolton Abbey would be amazing and Addingham to Ilkley.
Ÿ	Really important for the life and soul of the village community.
Ÿ	Yes - Southfield Terrace site proposal of 48 houses and probably 96 cars accessing Main Street above the Sailor would have been madness!
Ÿ	I am not a Nimby and realise we all have to live somewhere, but there must be consideration given to the character of the village.
Ÿ	Very important!

Q13) Protecting and Enhancing Recreation Facilities
Do you agree we should protect recreation facilities? Have we identified the correct sites and Facilities?
						
Ÿ	Disagree - It seems the council are choosing to ignore the fact that the garden plots and chicken runs, and the nature reserve for peoples recreational use.
Ÿ	Couldn’t find specific reference to the Bowling Club.
Ÿ	It is important to retain areas for dog walking, separate if possible from children’s play areas. Bins for dog waste should be provided (and emptied often!)
Ÿ	Yes, the plan has identified the correct locations and facilities.
Ÿ	This is essential for existing and future populations of children and young people growing up in the village.
Ÿ	Disagree - No, you have completely ignored the garden plots and chicken runs as recreational facilities.
Ÿ	With the need for exercise and enjoyment, recreation facilities are a necessary part of the plan - both for families spending time together and young children sharing time in a healthy environment.
Ÿ	Additional seating is needed in a number of areas, particularly on the “hilly” roads.
Ÿ	Perhaps could introduce some outdoor adult exercise equipment for use by the older population of the village.
Ÿ	Bowling Green?
Ÿ	I strongly feel that the recreation ground and playground adjacent to Silsden Road must be maintained as an essential facility for residents at this end of the village, to promote activity and health.
Ÿ	Agree - Exactly, look after our village and the good folk who live here.
Ÿ	Important these are protected, both for residents and visitors.
Ÿ	Yes definitely. There are a lot of younger people and families in the village who need these facilities as well as us “older one’s”
Ÿ	As a child-minding grandparent, fully appreciate provision for young children - thank you.!
Ÿ	Disagree - First school site is a recreational facility. Ground for children and used by local people. 
Ÿ	Silsden Road recreation  area could be  further developed (rather than just area at the other end of the village) 
Ÿ	More use should be made of the school fields for community use.
Ÿ	Hoffman wood field GS4, is currently used very little by most residents. While acknowledging its gift to the village as an area for recreation, I would propose the development of houses on both Main Street and Church Street while retaining at least one third of the area between these developments as grass, plus preferably, an all-weather play area fenced to keep out animals. A wide footpath could run from the existing gate on Main Street to the central grass area with another joining the grass area to the existing gate on Church Street. The cricket nets, I would have thought could be accommodated within the extensive area used by the cricket club. If the was deemed not to be viable, the nets could be placed on the grass area between the developments. 
Ÿ	Disagree - Not enough facilities for the young people, which encourages vandalism, ie, the destruction of the school perimeter fence in places.

Q14) Green Infrastructure
Have we identified the correct network of green corridors to be protected and enhanced under this policy?
						
Ÿ	Add 100% old primary school site.
Ÿ	No buildings should be allowed to encroach on Beck routes.
Ÿ	Include the green corridor beside the First school site- where chickens are currently kept.
Ÿ	Disagree - We should protect the area around the First School site due to its poor access, increases in traffic and risk to children accessing village school.
Ÿ	Its worries me that the fields behind ANDP11/12 are not being protected as the village will completely lose its character if it becomes part of the dual carriage way.
Ÿ	Yes, but concerned that the Bradford council have notified us that rent garden plots, that they may sell off these beckside plots, which will be essential buffer to possible new housing on Old First School site.
Ÿ	Of vital importance to link green spaces with green corridors- greatly increases wildlife populations.
Ÿ	Strongly agree. The green spaces infrastructure is very important for our village, it provides valuable, unique experiences to children in such green area.
Ÿ	Must also include field paths heading outside the village.
Ÿ	We must fight to protect these.
Ÿ	If these can be retained, they are very important for the local landscape and environment concerns - wildlife, flora etc.
Ÿ	Yes, and add green space at junction of Green Lane and School Lane.
Ÿ	Manor Garth is a very well used and necessary green space in the centre of the “old village”. It must be protected at all costs.
Ÿ	Green corridors are a key factor of the village. They give it a distinctive character.
Ÿ	First school site should be preserved too.
Ÿ	Green space is important, but housing developments should also ensure plenty of new trees, and some garden/grass areas integrated into the development.
Ÿ	Agree - but still more to do. Addingham is a village. Developers come and are soon gone….we stay.
Ÿ	These provide important “through roads” for both humans and wildlife.
Ÿ	Yes, perhaps emphasise routes/safe walk was/paths both linking into, and through green infrastructure.
Ÿ	Disagree -  Over the past couple of years local residents have heard of possible plans to add a nature pond and additional footpaths around the Silsden Road recreation area. Has this been considered? It would link in with the Nature Reserve area opposite.

Q15) Responding to Climate Change.
Does the policy identify the correct criteria to ensure development proposals minimise their impact on climate change?
						
Ÿ	Agree and vice versa. Water will always be a potential problem/hazard in the village. 
Ÿ	Climate change is key impact to our environment, and zero carbon impact policies should be the criteria.
Ÿ	Disagree -  The council are ignoring the fact that by removing trees building houses and bridges on a Nature preserve for wildlife will damage the environment of Addingham
Ÿ	Important! I don’t feel sufficient has been done to protect the Main, old parts of the village from the beck and ground run off. Evidence - storms of December 2015.
Ÿ	Care must be taken if building in green space - negative impact on climate.
Ÿ	The environment group will be an asset in achieving this.
Ÿ	Could be stronger on criteria for new housing. Eg, charging points. Is there scope to include village charging points, drinking water points and a recycling area?
Ÿ	ANDP1/3 School lane is out of kilter with these sentiments.
Ÿ	I think in mans ignorance we continue to develop and abuse our heritage and turn a blind eye to probabilities.
Ÿ	Disagree - All new properties should include water gathering facilities.
Ÿ	New houses to be energy friendly - why not have a site of eco homes? Chalet style wooden houses?
Ÿ	Encourage Transdev bus company to introduce buses with stop/start technology to reduce emissions. First bus co (X84) are already using such buses.
Ÿ	Disagree - NO! Bradford Council must do a proper local flood risk assessment. Drainage - not considered properly in local plan. Conservation area - protection of this needs enhancing, including green open space. 
Ÿ	Housing development Parsons Lane - what will the flooding impact be on other fields, gardens, and Moor Lane/ Moor Park Drive.
Ÿ	All housing development should have solar panels, water butts as essential. Any flood defences should be done using traditional methods instead of concrete. Heating systems for housing could be done sustainably. Sewerage systems could be independent reed bed systems to reduce impact of development.
Ÿ	Support for Civic Society/Environment groups work.
Ÿ	Ideally we should have less through traffic, but it is difficult to see how this could be achieved.
Ÿ	We need to be aware of climate change policies and minimise impact on our planet.
Ÿ	Maintain support for Civic Society’s work.
Ÿ	New housing should incorporate Eco features as much as possible, and not be built on land identified as liable to flooding.
Ÿ	Yes - agree that flooding/extreme weather events, danger is a major risk, requiring strong policy.
Ÿ	Disagree - Flooding risks - needs careful consideration for Parsons Lane development. Areas below this are regularly saturated. If grassland is taken away this is likely to tip the balance of  saturated to flooding (Moor lane, Moor park drive, Recreation area) Similarly for school development - some of this is already concrete, but much is woodland/grass and if taken out would increase water run off to areas immediately below it including the Beck running down alongside the current Primary School.



				

						





Section 3 – Further Detailed Comments
Residents were asked: 
Do you have any other comments on the Draft Plan? 

First and foremost, there were many thanks and congratulations to all involved. More than 35 people wanted to thank everyone involved with the enormous effort of organising the Neighbourhood Plan Consultation. The displays were carefully thought out and very well detailed. The presentation at the open meeting could not have been more thorough, many people thought. They wanted to express their thanks for a terrific job: well done. 

A significant number (15) of additional comments were submitted by residents very concerned about the proposed development of the old First School site, ANDP1/3. The access to the site provoked many reactions, as no one agreed that a good, safe route was possible.
People mentioned the detrimental effects of development on an already evolving natural habitat for wildlife in that area, and also the loss of nearby garden plots/chicken runs. A small number of respondents submitting additional comments (3) were angered by late news from Bradford Council that the local residents that have rented those runs/plots, some for as long as 22 years or more, may have that amenity taken away from them. Some said the runs were missing completely from the Plan, and thought they had been totally disregarded and ignored. 
For the Cornerstones site, many had concerns regarding the well-established trees. Many feared these would be chopped down, exposing the site fully. They hoped that many would be preserved. 

Some residents feared that even more than 200 houses may still “creep”
in over time, and that also means a higher volume of traffic.  It was said that, with more houses, you can at least double the number of extra cars going through the village.
It was generally considered better to have housing developments proceed in small clusters, rather than all at once, in big housing estates, but a lot of concern was expressed regarding the affordability of the houses. Some said that Addingham would become “a village of pensioners” if expensive, executive houses were to drive out young families wishing to stay in a village they have grown up in, but cannot afford to stay in. People would like there to be a significant proportion of affordable houses in every development. We need to be able to offer a future for our younger generation. Some said Addingham had changed dramatically over the years, and not for the better. It is becoming less of a village atmosphere and is becoming more like town, and, with so many new housing developments, Addingham will not be a village in the future.

Some asked if the money made from the sale of the sites will be used to be put back into recreation and community facilities.  People think that significant developments should generate money for allocation to the local school, and to measures to improve traffic access and road safety.

The one way traffic systems proposed in the plan were popular. Many people voiced their concerns with existing traffic flows, especially on Bolton Road, which has a very high volume of two way traffic, most of it going to/from Bolton Abbey. Many residents commented that it is far too busy, especially with the primary school on the route, and that it’s only a matter of time before a serious accident occurs. 
People were also generally in favour of having a one way system down Back Beck Lane, as it is thought to be very dangerous now.  Residents believe that the signage at the bottom is not adequate and does not deter cars going up it. It should be a simple NO ENTRY sign. 

Other worries concerned the lack of parking and residents agreed that we needed more provision for off road parking/possible new car parks.  Many residents can’t park outside their own houses, because of non-resident parking. Some suggested provision of resident parking only on some roads. Perhaps resident parking permits only?

On the future of our local shops, some felt there needs to be an active regeneration programme, to support and encourage our shops and small businesses, and to stop the village becoming just a street of “empty shops”. 

There were still concerns over flooding, and many felt a thorough flood risk assessment was needed, especially with all the proposed new builds, and the impact they would add to flooding risks for the village.

Many were very happy with the proposed cycle routes to Bolton Abbey and Ilkley, and regarded these as a very much needed amenity. Some said bus fares were getting very expensive, and it would be a better, healthier and safer way to travel.

There was a heartfelt request for some “seating with arms” up at the playing field/Gala field for not only the nearby elderly residents to enjoy the view and fresh air, but for anyone “en route” down to the Medical centre/village and back up again.

On the Neighbourhood Plan Event itself, some said that it had been poorly advertised, and that provision for access to view the display/ fill in response forms after the event had not been adequate.  It was suggested that it could have been advertised at the churches, medical centre, shops etc. Also, one respondent asked “What provision is there to keep the Neighbourhood Plan updated”?

Finally, there were many who commented favourably on the new Addingham signage, saying it is nice and eye catching, and very appropriate for our village. 



  






